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Introduction 

 

Palestinian Queers for BDS 
Call  upon all  Queer groups, organizations and individuals around the world to 

Boycott the Apartheid State of Israel.  
June 27th 2010 

 
As Palestinian Queers, we see the Queer movements as political in their nature; and ones 
that analyze the intersections between different struggles, evaluate relations of power and 
try to challenge them. We firmly believe that fighting for the rights of oppressed and 
marginalized queer minorities cannot be separated from fighting against all forms of 
oppression around the world. This is evident in the proud history of the queer movement 
worldwide, which has joined numerous global socio-political struggles against 
manifestations of oppression, imperialism, injustice, and discrimination wherever they exist. 
In continuation to this proud history, we Palestinian Queer activists, call  upon the 
LGBTQI communities around the globe to stand for justice in Palestine 
through adopting and implementing broad boycott,  divestment and sanctions 
(BDS) against Israel until  the latter has ended its multi-t iered oppression of 
the Palestinian people, in l ine with the 2005 Palestinian civil  society call  for 
BDS [1] 
 
For 62 years, Israel’s oppressive regime of colonization, occupation and apartheid has 
systematically and consistently denied the Palestinian people of their basic human rights. 
Palestinians living in the West Bank have been subjected to a brutal military occupation 
manifested by Israel’s illegal colonies, checkpoints, and the apartheid wall. Palestinians 
living inside Israel continue to face systematic, legalized apartheid policies, which 
discriminate against them in all walks of life, rendering them second class citizens, at best, 
inside Israel. The majority of Palestinians in the Diaspora continue to be denied their UN-
sanctioned right of return to their homes The 1.8 million Palestinians in Gaza face the most 
brutal oppression of all as they live in an open air prison after years of the illegal Israeli siege 
on the Gaza strip, one that was described as ‘slow genocide’ by prominent international law 
experts. 
 
This Israeli ongoing oppression of the Palestinian people does not differentiate between 
Palestinian Queers, and non-Queers. Not only Palestinian queers face these injustices on a 
daily basis and undergo the Israeli oppression like any other Palestinian, but also our name 
and struggle is often wrongly used and abused to “Pinkwash” Israel’s continuous crimes 
against the whole Palestinian population. In the last years Israel has been leading an 
international campaign that tries to present Israel as the “only democracy” and the “gay 
haven” in the Middle East, while ironically portraying Palestinians, who suffer every single 
day from Israel’s state racism and terrorism, as barbaric and homophobic. 
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Thus, we Palestinian queer activists call  on Queer groups, organizations and 
individuals around the world to stand for justice and in the face of Israel’s 
pinkwashing efforts through joining the global campaign for Boycott,  
Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) against Israel until  it  fully complies with 
international law, and ends its occupation, colonization and apartheid. We 
call  on you to: 

 
o Endorse the 2005 Palestinian civil society call for BDS, spread it in your Queer 

community. 
o Reject all invitations to speak at and collaborate with Israeli universities and 

institutions, in accordance with the guidelines for the Academic and Cultural Boycott 
of Israel set by PACBI [2] 

o Campaign against all activities aiming to Pinkwash Israel’s crimes and oppression of 
the Palestinian people. 

o Organize in your respective communities to initiate BDS campaigns, or join existing 
ones. 
 

In the Summer of 2010, I was volunteering at the United Nations Relief and Works Agency 

school for Palestinian refugees in the Askar Refugee Camp at the outskirts of Nablus when 

Palestinian Queers for Boycott Divestment and Sanctions called upon queer groups, 

organizations and individuals to join the global Palestinian-led Boycott Divestment and 

Sanctions movement (BDS). Queering the Occupation is a response to PQBDS’s call. 

The first call for BDS was issued in 2004 by a group of Palestinian academics and 

intellectuals who called themselves Palestinian Campaign for the Academic and Cultural 

Boycott of Israel (PACBI), inspired by the boycott movement during Apartheid in South 

Africa. PACBI calls for an academic and cultural boycott of Israel as a legitimate non-violent 

tactic to hold Israel accountable for its “colonial oppression of the Palestinian people” 

(PACBI 2004). It describes this colonial oppression as the “denial for the responsibility of the 

Nakba [the ongoing displacement and ethnic cleansing of Palestinians] … and therefore the 

refusal to accept the inalienable rights of the [Palestinian] refugees and displaced stipulated 

in and protected by international law;” Israel’s “military occupation and the West Bank 

(including East Jerusalem) and Gaza since 1967, in violation of international law and UN 

resolutions;” and “the entrenched system of racial discrimination and segregation against 

Palestinian citizens of Israel, which resembles the defunct Apartheid system in South 

Africa” (PACBI 2004). PACBI argues that Israeli intellectuals and academic institutions 

contribute to “maintaining, defending, or otherwise justifying … forms of oppression, or 

have been complicit in them through their silence” (2004). It also argues that forms of 

international intervention continue to fail to “force Israel to comply with international law… 

which has manifested itself in many forms, including siege, indiscriminate killing, wanton 
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destruction and the racist colonial wall” (2004). It calls upon academics, cultural workers, 

and academic and cultural institutions to: 

 

1. Refrain from participation in any form of academic and cultural cooperation, 
collaboration or joint projects with Israeli institutions; 
2. Advocate a comprehensive boycott of Israeli institutions at the national and 
international levels, including suspension of all forms of funding and subsidies to 
these institutions; 
3. Promote divestment and disinvestment from Israel by international academic 
institutions; 
4. Work toward the condemnation of Israeli policies by pressing for resolutions to be 
adopted by academic, professional and cultural associations and organizations; 
5. Support Palestinian academic and cultural institutions directly without requiring 
them to partner with Israeli counterparts as an explicit or implicit condition for such 
support. (2004) 

 

PACBI’s call was followed in 2005 by a global call for Boycott Divestment and Sanctions 

against Israel until it 

 

meets its obligation to recognize the Palestinian people's inalienable right to self-
determination and fully complies with the precepts of international law by: 
1. Ending its occupation and colonization of all Arab lands and dismantling the Wall 
2. Recognizing the fundamental rights of the Arab-Palestinian citizens of Israel to full 
equality; and 
3. Respecting, protecting and promoting the rights of Palestinian refugees to return 
to their homes and properties as stipulated in UN resolution 194. (BDS Movement 
2005) 

 

This BDS call was endorsed by more than one hundred Palestinian civil society 

organizations and has gained momentum since the late 2000s. Invoking both hostility and 

support, the BDS movement operates firmly within the parameters of UN resolutions and 

international law and professes non-violence as its political orientation. However, both the 

Israeli government and other governments, such as the American and Canadian ones, in 

collaboration with Israel support groups continue to curb BDS activities and rebrand BDS as 

an anti-Semitic tactic aimed at the destruction of Israel.1 The latest attempts by the Israeli 

government to legally sanction and delegitimize the movement include censoring and 

criminalizing human rights organizations registered in Israel that support BDS and refusing 

entry to international activists, artists and academics known to support BDS. On a bipartisan 

                                                        
1 Within PACBI and BDS’s writings both racism and anti-Semitism are consistently condemned. 
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spectrum, over twenty-two U.S. states have passed motions to either officially condemn or 

illegalize the movement (Jewish Virtual Library 2017). Similarly, in 2016, the Canadian 

government passed an anti-BDS motion that condemns “any and all attempts to promote 

BDS” (JTA 2016).  

 Queering the Occupation is not an inquiry into the workings of the Palestinian BDS 

movement. Omar Barghouti, one of the founding members of the BDS movement, currently 

subjected to a travel ban, has written a comprehensive account in his book Boycott, 

Divestment, Sanctions: The Global Struggle for Palestinian Rights (2011).2 Other extensive 

documentation can be found on the PACBI and BDS movement websites. Furthermore, the 

edited volume A Case for Sanctions Against Israel (2012) documents prominent intellectual 

voices within and outside of Palestine that discuss the importance of the BDS movement as 

a non-violent tactic.3 Queering the Occupation is not an inquiry into how the movement is 

framed as anti-Semitic and as threatening the existence of Israel by the Israeli government 

and its supporters. In Parting Ways: Jewishness and the Critique of Zionism (2012), Judith 

Butler gives a comprehensive account of the difference between Jewishness, anti-Semitism, 

and critiques of Israel. Within Queering the Occupation, I also employ the terms 

“Jewish/Jewishness/Jew.” Such references do not aim to consolidate or construct a Jewish 

identity or conflate Israel with Jews/Jewishness. Unless otherwise stated, I cite the 

deployment of these terms by the Israeli state and within Zionist ideology.  

 Queering the Occupation begins with PQBDS’s call and asks why was there a need to 

specify a Palestinian queer call. How does it alter the conditions of possibility for 

understanding the crisis of Israel/Palestine?4 What are the conditions of possibility that 

enable and/or foreclose responding to PQBDS’s call? And how might it be possible to listen 

differently to Palestinian queer critiques? 

 PQBDS was founded in 2010 to complement existing BDS campaigns and to 

highlight the entanglements of a politics of gender and sexuality in structures of domination 

within the context of Israel/Palestine. It presents itself as the international component of the 

Palestinian-run activist organization alQaws: for Sexual and Gender Diversity in Palestinian 

Society and further consists of Palestinian queer activists from other groups such as Aswat: 

Palestinian Gay Women. I have been collaborating with alQaws, PQBDS, and Pinkwatching 

                                                        
2 When a travel ban did not affect the BDS campaign as much as the Israeli government had hoped, 
Barghouti was arrested and detained by the Israeli police in 2017 on the false charges of tax fraud in an 
attempt to further harm the BDS movement (Barghouti 2017). 
3 Contributors to this volume include Naomi Klein, Noura Erekat, Ken Loach, Ilan Pappe, and Angela 
Davis. 
4 Throughout Queering the Occupation I place a slash betweenIsrael/Palestine to highlight the domination 
of one over the other.  
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Israel since 2010. This work has consisted of writing materials for the website 

pinkwatchingisrael.com and op-eds for journals such as Mondoweiss; organizing meetings 

and conferences; doing background research for campaigns; and continuing to learn from 

alQaws and PQBDS through ongoing collaboration, conversation, and exchange. 

Pinkwatching Israel was built by Palestinian and Arab queer activists and provides an online 

database that archives Pinkwatching Israel’s campaigns and provides activists toolkits, 

opinion pieces, videos, and PQBDS timelines. Today it is the main platform from which 

queer BDS activities are organized. 

 alQaws was co-founded by Haneen Maikey. She describes the group as follows: 

 
alQaws is a group of LGBTQ activists working together to dismantle the gender and 
sexual hierarchies in Palestine. We are not a gay organization, we are not working to 
achieve gay rights, or believe single-issue politics is sustainable or relevant to our 
own reality and context. We are a grassroots political group … We believe that we 
can’t discuss sexuality in isolation from the broader political situation of Israeli 
occupation, Apartheid structure, ongoing displacement strategies, and the context of 
colonization of Palestine. (Maikey “Decolonizing Queer Praxis in Palestine”5) 

 

Maikey’s use of the umbrella term “LGBTQ” needs to be read with caution. It is not as easily 

translatable, culturally or analytically, into how LGBTQ is mobilized in the Global North. As 

Maikey states, alQaws is not a gay organization working to achieve gay rights. Throughout 

this dissertation, I refer to Palestinian queer activists writings in order to understand why 

this discourse is not so easily translatable and what kind of spaces might open up from 

listening differently to Palestinian queer politics. 

 alQaws is an organization rooted in the local context and provides an intersectional 

analysis of the relationship between sexual politics, Israeli occupation, Palestinian reality, 

and international pressure. It draws on legacies of Indigenous, feminist, anticolonial, 

decolonial, Black, and Palestinian liberation (Darwich and Maikey 2014). 

PQBDS itself was brought into being to target what it calls Israel’s pinkwashing 

campaign. Pinkwashing refers to: 

 
The disingenuous invocation of ‘LGBT rights’ by Israel and its supporters to divert 
attention away from its atrocities against the Palestinians… [It] is increasingly 
becoming part of the public debate around Israel and Palestine. By falsely 
juxtaposing ‘oppressed gay Palestinians’ with ‘liberated gay Israelis’, and by 
flattening out relations of power and the political realities of occupation and the 

                                                        
5 This quote comes from a presentation given by Maikey at the Decolonizing Sexualities Conference at 
Kent University in 2012. I was not present at that conference, but the author shared the manuscript with 
me and gave me permission to reproduce it here. 
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Apartheid wall, pinkwashers aim to harness the global LGBT movement into 
supporting Israel at the expense of the Palestinians. (Pinkwatching Israel “About Us”)  
 

Pinkwashing is part of the Israeli government’s response to the changing perception of 

Israel post-9/11 and, more recently to the BDS campaign. In 2003, a marketing firm started 

researching Israel’s international image in order to find ways to promote Israel through a 

positive lens. The research resulted in a nation branding campaign now known as Brand 

Israel and its sister campaign Tel Aviv Global. Marketing consultant Ido Aharoni, who now 

serves as the Israeli ambassador to the Israeli Consul General in New York City, 

spearheaded the project. In response to the question “why do you care what the image of 

Israel is?” during an interview with the Wharton Institute at the University of Pennsylvania 

he answered: 

 
The simple, short answer to your question is — because your image, your brand 
capital, is part and parcel of your national security. People in Israel were led to 
believe that national security begins and ends with military power. But we live in a 
different world today. National security has everything to do with the strength of your 
economy, the strength of your society, the strength of your tourism industry. Tourism 
is a huge agent of change. Every person who has a positive experience in Israel 
becomes a brand ambassador. (“Why Brand Capital”) 
 

In other words, the objectives of Brand Israel are as follows: first, to position Israel away 

from a country in a state of “conflict,” something Aharoni calls “the unhappy circumstances 

of our region,” to a cultural and entrepreneurial hotspot; second, to frame nation branding as 

a matter of national security; and third, to attract moral, political, economic, and ideological 

support for Israel by turning “every person who has a positive experience [into] a brand 

ambassador.” Aharoni states that research among fourteen different nations showed that 

“75% of the people have no position on the situation in the Middle East. Therefore, it is our 

room to grow” (“Why Brand Capital”). Brand Israel provides a shift away from a traditional 

hasbara strategy6 – Israel’s official public diplomacy strategy – to a neoliberal oriented 

framework of niche marketing directed at apolitical people in which the entanglement 

between military industry, human rights violations, and the leisure and entrepreneurial 

economy are simultaneously shaped by and are difficult to disentangle from one another. Or, 

in the words of Aharoni:  

                                                        
6 Hasbara means “explaining” in Hebrew, but in the context of Israeli politics it is largely understood as 
Israel’s propaganda strategy to disseminate positive information about Israel with the purpose of 
convincing its opponents of its legitimacy. It is a response to negative press, whereas Brand Israel no 
longer seeks to respond, but rather to provide a different image all together. 
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Unfortunately, Israel for many years did not take the proactive approach. We wanted 
to win a debate with our adversaries and our detractors and we engaged whole 
heartedly [sic.] in this debate. We forgot that no brand can thrive on crisis 
management alone. (“Why Brand Capital”) 
 

The gay community forms a primary niche market for Brand Israel and more recently Tel 

Aviv Global.7 Since 2006, gay tourist statistics have exponentially increased from a couple of 

thousand to tens of thousands each year. The largest tourist attraction is Tel Aviv Pride. In 

another context Rahul Rao calls the changing values of queerness for neoliberalism “global 

homocapitalism.” Global homocapitalism 

 
seeks to reconcile the twin imperatives of efficiency and empowerment, making 
capitalism friendly to queers but also rendering queers safe for capitalism… No 
doubt propelled by the collaborative efforts of a transnational capitalist class, global 
homocapitalism acquires hegemony by repackaging queer normativity in local 
recognizable idioms with which those outside this class can identify or aspire to 
inhabit. In its bewildering cultural diversity, homocapitalism perpetuates neoliberal 
illusions of autonomy and choice. (Rao 47-48) 
 

Furthermore, Israel’s homocapitalism coincides with pinkwashing rhetoric such as “Israel is 

the only country in the Middle East that has gay rights,” “Israel is a beacon of freedom and 

tolerance in an otherwise hostile region,” or “Tel Aviv is a Gay Mecca.” In the words of Rao, 

“such discursive moves threaten to split off queers from anti-capitalist movements, while 

also splitting queers themselves into those deemed ‘productive’ and worthy of celebration 

and others cast out as ‘unproductive.’” (48). Although Queering the Occupation does not 

depart from the assumption that queers were once together and are now apart, Rao’s point 

is valuable as it reveals the ways in which pinkwashing has ideological currency beyond 

Israel’s neoliberal aspirations. For instance, pinkwashing discourse saturates the local and 

international media landscape during periods of heightened military violence, such as the 

attacks on Gaza in 2014, to deflect from Israel’s violence against the people of Gaza. 

Pinkwashing discourse determines whose lives are considered “livable” and whose lives are 

relegated to a condition of what Orlando Patterson, in another context, has called social 

                                                        
7 Tel Aviv Global is a more recent invention of Brand Israel. It attempts to disconnect Tel Aviv as a “sub-
brand” away from the rest of the country as an empty neoliberal canvas for investment and leisure. It is 
part of a larger conglomerate of Smart Cities that present themselves as vibrant urban metropoles through 
promoting commerce, culture, business, and leisure while destroying local infrastructures and gentrifying 
poor neighborhoods.  
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death (1985).8 At the same time, it crafts a condition of innocence in which the gay consumer 

subject becomes disconnected from larger systems of injustice and inequality and struggles 

for social justice. 

The appeal of Israel’s pinkwashing campaign can be situated within a larger 

geopolitical context in which gay rights serve as a litmus test to measure a country’s 

modernity and upwardly mobile gay and lesbian communities in the Global North have 

assimilated to heteronormative patterns of inclusion, consumption, and domesticity at the 

expense of indigenous, black, migrant, and refugee populations. Several concepts exist, 

which describe the ascendency of a liberal gay subject within the context of the “global war 

on terror” and the ongoing circulation of imperial and colonial civilizing discourses. Joseph 

Massad describes how the emancipatory rhetoric of international LGBT organizations, which 

he calls the Gay International, “only [has] two reactions to claims of universal gayness – 

support them or oppose them without ever questioning their epistemological 

underpinnings” (Desiring 174).9 He takes issue with the ways in which LGBT NGOs 

implement their westernized versions of gayness in the Middle East and argues that this 

logic jeopardizes existing same-sex practices and erases other sexual histories. He argues 

that, “the categories gay and lesbian are not universal at all, and can only be universalized 

by epistemic, ethical, and political violence unleashed on the rest of the world by the very 

international human rights advocates whose aim is to defend the very people their 

intervention is creating” (41). Charting these dynamics within a British and European 

context, Jin Haritaworn, Tamsila Tauqir, and Esra Erdem coin the term “gay imperialism” to 

discuss how 

 
the construct of ‘Muslim homophobia’ confers value to ‘Western’ identities. It also 
confers political capital to some ‘Westerners’ who have traditionally been excluded 
from it. Its biggest beneficiaries are white women and gay men. This contrasts with 
women of colour and queers of colour, whose situation has stagnated or even 
worsened. (80)  

 

They argue that “the invention of Islam as the new enemy and the historic centrality of 

gender and sexual discourses in racist ideologies converge with the unreflected whiteness 

of the gay movement in order to create the racialised conditions of its assimilation” (89).  

                                                        
8 Patterson discusses the ways in which under conditions of enslavement the enslaved were regarded as 
less than human to the dominant system. 
9 Although Massad’s work is fundamental for understanding the westernizing tendencies of international 
LGBT NGOs, his conclusion that therefore any queer organizing in the Middle East either acts as a Native 
Informant to the Gay International or is formed by the Arab westernized bourgeois elites has been 
criticized by many Arab activists and scholars. See for instance the work of Makarem 2009; S. Taha 2013; 
Amar and elShakry 2013; Moussawi 2015; Maikey and Stelder 2015. 
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In the context of the Netherlands, Gloria Wekker describes how what she calls 

“homonostalgia” is reminiscent Renato Rosaldo’s concept of “imperial nostalgia.” Through 

a reading of Dutch LGBT emancipation policy and the paradoxes of the rise and fall of Dutch 

right-wing gay politician Pim Fortuyn, she shows how within “gay circles nostalgia is 

rampant… for times when we were safe, could kiss and hold hands in public, before 

Muslims came and rained on our parade” (108). Within these versions of nostalgia a 

dehistoricized and apolitical relation to the past is at work, which fails to account for the 

questions of colonialism and race in the formation of dominant Dutch gay identities.  

Especially Jasbir K. Puar’s book Terrorist Assemblages: Homonationalism in Queer 

Times (2007) has been seminal in challenging the ascendency of the white gay subject and 

its venerating role in contemporary Euro-North American imperialist and nationalist 

projects. She describes how “national recognition and inclusion, here as the annexation of 

homosexual jargon, is contingent upon the segregation and disqualification of racial and 

sexual others from the national imaginary” (Puar, Terrorist 2). She calls this phenomenon 

homonationalism. 

 Puar hereby extends Lisa Duggan’s concept of homonormativity, which describes 

 
a politics that does not contest dominant heteronormative assumptions and 
institutions, but upholds and sustains them, while promising the possibility of a 
demobilized gay constituency and a privatized, depoliticized gay culture anchored in 
domesticity and consumption. (Duggan 50) 

 

Duggan describes the depoliticization of queer movements in the present-day U.S. Puar 

expands Duggan’s analysis by showing how normativity and nationalism fold some gays 

and lesbians (and recently also trans* people) into the state in a post-9/11 “war on terror” 

that thrives of the racialization-sexualization of other others. Homosexuality, 

homonormativity, and queerness play a central role in the bio- and necropolitical 

management of national and international relations. Puar notes how “discourses of 

terrorism are thus intrinsic to the management not only of race [but] just as significantly, 

and less often acknowledged, discourses of terrorism are crucial to the modulation and 

surveillance of sexuality, indeed a range of sexualities” (Puar, Terrorist 77). Where the 

normative gay citizen-subject is increasingly accommodated into the national norm, 

queerness sticks to the body of the terrorist who can never be fully heteronormative and is 

always already threatening (Puar and Rai 2002). 

The fundamental role of gender and sexual politics – understood here as the 

regulation of bodies, affects, identifications, and desires – in (settler) colonial, national, and 
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imperial projects is not novel and has been studied at length in other contexts.10 More 

recently, such discussions include critiques of the role of homosexuality, sexual rights, and 

queerness in national and imperial projects.11 Other studies show how queerness and same-

sex desires are lived differently and differentially across the Global South and within 

indigenous, diasporic and (post)colonial contexts.12 Such studies also criticize the ways 

western discourses of gender and sexuality, which took shape during the eighteenth-century 

and later formed the basis of gay rights and emancipatory struggles, have both destroyed 

other sexual cultures and continue to dominate the emancipatory agenda.13 The different 

studies on the role of homosexuality and queerness do not all agree with one another. 

Instead, they form a lively interdisciplinary field of inquiry that started to take form in the late 

1990s and early 2000s and became more prominent with the advent of George W. Bush’s 

“war on terror” that employed a discourse of saving women and gays and civilizing the 

Middle East by exporting U.S.-style liberal democracy through imperial warfare. These lively 

discussions at the intersections of critical indigenous, settler colonial, queer, postcolonial, 

decolonial, black, and feminist studies represent the theoretical terrain on which Queering 

the Occupation is situated.  

Where Queering the Occupation initially began as an investigation into the workings 

of Israel’s pinkwashing campaign within the larger context of homonationalism, gay 

imperialism, and the gay international, in the course of this study such frameworks 

appeared to be incapable of containing my findings and analyses. Although Puar argues 

that pinkwashing is one manifestation of “the global conditions of homonationalism” 

(“Rethinking” 337), Queering the Occupation sets out on a different trajectory in order to 

understand the role of sexual politics and pinkwashing within the specific context of 

Israel/Palestine. It seeks to discover how these entanglements limit the conditions of 

possibility for imagining otherwise. 

 This dissertation locates a gap between the existing critical theoretical frameworks 

discussed above and what I call Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques. The gap consists of 

the absence of a more thorough engagement with Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques 

and their efforts to situate pinkwashing within a context of Zionist sexual politics and Zionist 
                                                        
10 Seminal works that analyze the entanglements of gender and sexual politics in contexts of national, 
imperial, and (settler) colonial projects include, for instance, Mani 1989; McClintock 1995; Stoler 1995; 
Hartman 1997; Smith 2005; Arondekar 2009; Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2011; Kassem 2011; Wekker 2016.   
11 Examples of such works include Sommerville 2000; Ferguson 2003; Massad 2007; Puar 2007; Morgensen 
2011; Spade 2011; Wekker 2016; Arondekar and Patel 2016; Baksi et al. 2017. 
12 Examples include Quiroga 2000; Cruz-Malavé and Manalansan 2002; Gopinath 2005; Wekker 2005; Li-
Driskill et al. 2011; Tamale 2011; Rifkin 2012; Ekine and Abbas 2013; Tellis and Bala 2015; Ellis 2015.  
13 In History of Sexuality Michel Foucault discusses the formation of a homosexual identity that did not 
exist before its eighteenth-century invention in scientific and legal discourses. On the basis of that 
invention the homosexual can now speak as such and demand legal recognition. 
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settler colonialism as enabling conditions. First, Queering the Occupation seeks to 

understand the role of sexual politics in Israel’s Zionist settler colonial project. Second, it 

seeks to understand the ways in which pinkwashing and critical responses to pinkwashing 

circulate and how this determines the conditions of possibility for political action and 

political imagination. It scrutinizes the ways in which international (queer) complicity is 

generated at the discursive, epistemological, ideological, and affective levels, and what this 

means for understanding the value – including complicities – of queerness for the settler 

colonial and (neo)liberal present. Last, and most importantly, it engages Palestinian 

anticolonial-queer critiques in order to shift the conditions of possibility for understanding 

the Zionist settler colonial context and imaginaries of resistance that the ongoing 

catastrophe of Palestine generates.  

Queering the Occupation presents several conceptual and methodological shifts. 

First, it provides a conceptual and analytical shift away from understanding the context of 

Israel/Palestine as one of a “conflict between two sides.” Tracing a genealogy of the term 

“binary conflict” in the context of Israel/Palestine, Anne de Jong describes how the term 

maintains Zionist hegemony within the arena of international politics and forecloses 

Palestinian experiences and frameworks. She argues that the notion of a “binary conflict” 

erases the power imbalances between colonizer and colonized (de Jong 2017). Instead of 

conflict, I use the term Zionist settler colonialism as a more appropriate term referring to the 

context of Israel/Palestine. Within this settler colonial context, I focus specifically on the 

question of Zionist sexual politics. Second, I propose to shift the methodology from writing 

about pinkwashing, Israel/Palestine, and Palestinian anticolonial-queer critique to writing 

with the Palestinian queer movement. I hereby respond to Palestinian scholar Rana 

Barakat’s urgent question: “how can a settler-colonial analysis be part of a deeply political 

scholarly mode of indigenous resistance in Palestine?” (Barakat 2). The method of writing 

with aspires to chart a different terrain for intellectual labor and open up a space to respond 

differently to the politically and ethically urgent and ongoing catastrophe of Palestine. In 

order to do so, Queering the Occupation pays attention to the scenes of speaking that 

emerge from within and about pinkwashing and Israel/Palestine. My attention to the 

theatrical metaphor of the scene attempts to include the spatio-temporal scripts through 

which (non)engagements with Israel/Palestine operate. Such scenes insinuate differential 

but also different temporalities, spatialities, and modalities of engagement. Pointing to the 

scenes of speaking allows me to be attentive to the very terrain of struggle as a geographic 

and temporal constellation. While scenes of speaking generated by the Palestinian 

anticolonial-queer movement are not necessarily felicitous and mostly transitory, they do 
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open up to different orientations and horizons. Paying attention to such scenes of speaking, 

as this project will show, means attending to both the limits and possibilities for the political 

imagination and political action in the present “given that all forms of international 

intervention until now failed to force Israel to comply with international law or end its 

repression of the Palestinians” (PACBI 2004). 

 

Analytics: Zionist Sett ler Colonia l ism  

 

In short, all the constitutive energies of Zionism were premised on the excluded 
presence, that is the functional absence of “native people” in Palestine: institutions 

were built deliberately shutting out natives (IDF), laws were drafted when Israel came 
into being that made sure the natives would remain in their non-place (civil rights) Jews 
in theirs, and so on. It is no wonder that today the one issue that electrifies Israel as a 

society is the problem of the Palestinians, whose negation is the most consistent 
thread running through Zionism. 

- Edward W. Said 
 

A central aspect of settler colonial ideologies is supplanting the native with a new native and 

erasing that historical event. One of the founding figures in the field of settler colonial 

studies, Patrick Wolfe, argues that the colonial logic of separation and elimination is central 

to Zionist settler colonialism. He argues for “analytical rigor when turning to the Zionist 

conquest of Palestine” (“Purchase” 135). He writes, 

 
it is highly significant that Zionist policy in Palestine constituted an intensification of, 
rather than a departure from, settler colonialism. In stark contrast to the Australian or 
United States models, for instance, Zionism rigourously refused, as it continues to 
refuse, any suggestion of Native assimilation… Zionism constitutes a more exclusive 
exercise of the settler logic of elimination than we encounter in the Australian and US 
examples. (136) 

 

Within the context of an intensification of settler colonialism within Israel/Palestine, Wolfe 

even goes as far as to argue, “scholarly resistance to the priority of the logic of elimination 

represents a settler perspective” (135).  

 In another context, K. Wayne Yang and Unangax scholar Eve Tuck distinguish 

between two forms of colonialism that are dealt with in colonial and postcolonial studies – 

internal and external colonialism: 

 
External colonialism (also called exogenous or exploitation colonization) denotes the 
expropriation of fragments of Indigenous worlds, animals, plants and human beings, 
extracting them in order to transport them to – and build the wealth, the privilege, or 
feed the appetites of – the colonizers, who get marked as the first world… Internal 
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colonialism, [is] the biopolitical and geopolitical management of people, land, flora 
and fauna, within the “domestic borders” of the imperial nation. This involves the use 
of particularized modes of control – prisons, ghettos, minoritizing, schooling, policing 
– to ensure the ascendancy of a nation and its white elite… neither external nor 
internal colonialism adequately describe the form of colonialism which operates in 
the United States or other nation-states in which the colonizer comes to stay. Settler 
colonialism operates through internal/external colonial modes simultaneously 
because there is no spatial separation between metropole and colony… The horizons 
of settler colonial nation-states are total and require a mode of total appropriation of 
Indigenous life and land, rather than the selective expropriation of profit-producing 
fragments. (Tuck and Yang, “Decolonization” 4-5) 

 

In the context of Israel/Palestine settler colonialism takes shape, for instance, in the ways in 

which Palestinians continue to be forcefully removed from their lands; are exploited as 

cheap labor in Israel and West Bank settlements; are structurally written out of Israel’s 

education system; are discriminated against in over fifty laws in Israel; are surveilled and 

imprisoned in Gaza and the West Bank in either actual prisons or through the very 

infrastructure of occupation; and are subjected to shifting colonial borders and border 

zones. Simultaneously, the expropriation of Palestinian land and resources serve Israel’s 

export market either through the export of consumer products, or through the export of 

(military) technology and military expertise in surveillance, colonization, and expropriation of 

the Palestinian population. Furthermore, Israel’s ongoing destruction of Gaza supports bids 

made by Israeli companies to rebuild it. Therefore, Queering the Occupation reads 

Israel/Palestine through a settler colonial analytic that dates back to the Ottoman Empire 

through “pre-accumulation” (Wolfe “Purchase”); gained its ideological shape with the First 

Zionist Congress in 1897; was consolidated under the British Mandate and through the 

declaration of the state of Israel in 1948 and the ongoing Palestinian Nakba; intensified after 

Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and Golan Heights in 1967; liberalized by the Oslo 

Accords in 1993; and continues today through uninterrupted practices of erasure, 

occupation, and destruction of lives and livelihoods. In the words of Wolfe, “settler 

colonialism is a structure not an event” (Wolfe 1999). Or, as Nur Masalha, following Karma 

Nabulsi argues, “with millions still living under Israeli colonialism, occupation or in exile, the 

Nakba remains at the heart of both Palestinian national identity and political resistance” 

(The Palestine Nakba 13). The Nakba as a structure has its historic precedents in European 

and North American colonial, imperial, and settler colonial projects and is ongoing today in 

the guise of a liberal democratic state ideology that can barely disguise its own settler 

colonial underpinnings. 
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 Queering the Occupation cannot provide a detailed account of the processes, 

structures, and practices of Zionist settler colonialism in Palestine and neither does it have 

to. First, Palestinian scholars have documented and analyzed Palestinian elimination, 

dispossession, and resistance since the earliest protest against modern Jewish settlement 

in Palestine in 1891, several years before the Zionist movement was founded (Wolfe, 

“Purchase” 141).14 Second, excellent work in the field of settler colonial, Palestine, and 

indigenous studies has pushed for the settler colonial analytic as a relevant field of inquiry in 

the context of Israel/Palestine.15 Furthermore, recent efforts within settler colonial and 

indigenous studies support the pursuit of comparative analyses between different settler 

colonial contexts and contexts of indigenous resistance in order to understand both “settler 

colonialism’s strategic versatility” (135) and transnational networks of resistance to settler 

states.16  

 Although engaging with Israel/Palestine through a settler colonial lens has gained 

credibility within some pockets of the western academy over the past decade, through which 

settler colonial studies was also further consolidated as a significant field of inquiry, the 

settler colonial analytic is not at all new. Barakat argues that although prolific work is 

gaining momentum today, it would be counterproductive to celebrate it as a new scholarly 

mode of analysis. She argues that Palestinian scholars have been honing this analytic within 

the purview of Palestinian liberation for decades, and that much of this work has been 

forgotten, taken out of print, or remains untranslated. Furthermore she argues, “regardless 

of intentions, employing the [settler colonial] analytic can and has led to a Zionist centered 

reading of the narrative of Palestine” (2).17 Instead, Barakat argues for the use of a settler 

colonial analytic within the purview of native liberation. She writes: 

 
While the comparisons of various locations of settler colonialism is a rich and 
growing field, it seems clear that emphasizing settler triumph or native defeat is 
neither historically sound nor politically valuable. But this is not just about terms. 
More importantly, this is also about politics, a political project and goals of social 
justice and liberation. That is when the use of a settler colonial studies analytic within 
the larger framework of indigeneity becomes our collective political project. (Barakat 
5) 
 

                                                        
14 See, for example: Masalha 1992, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2012; Khalidi (editor) 2006, 1987; Said 1979, 1980; 
Massad 2006; Kassem 2011. 
15 See, for example: Wolfe 2006, 2012; Veracini 2013; Lloyd 2013; Rouhana and Sabbagh-Khoury 2014; 
Rouhana 2015; Shihade 2014; Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2014, 2015, 2016; Mamdani 2015; Gordon and Ram 2016. 
16 See, for instance, Olwan 2015; Krebs and Olwan 2013; Salaita 2008, 2016. 
17 She takes issue with how the language of settler colonial discourse returns in attempts to critique it. For 
example, she mentions the ways in which some scholars of settler colonialism in Israel/Palestine deploy a 
language of victory and defeat, which risks further entrenching a Zionist discourse. 
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One of the central ways to do so is by centering indigenous critiques of Zionist settler 

colonialism that operate with the purview of native liberation. The prominence of the settler 

colonial analytic is both a result of the burgeoning fields of settler colonial, decolonial, and 

indigenous studies, but must, as Barakat shows, be situated within a longer lineage of 

Palestinian scholarship and anticolonial struggle if we want to employ it as a deeply 

unsettling mode of engagement rather than a reification of the idiom of settler colonialism. 

 The understanding of Zionist settler colonialism that Queering the Occupation is 

situated within is the context of Palestine and is significantly indebted to the work of 

Palestinian queer activists. At the same time, it is inspired by analytical and methodological 

practices in the fields of comparative settler colonial and indigenous studies that potentiate 

forms of transnational alliances and resistance to settler colonial formations wherever they 

occur. My analytical understanding of Palestine as a settler colonial context hopes to 

contribute to transnational conversations on settler colonialism, indigenous liberation, and 

transnational solidarities with a specific focus on anticolonial-queer critique. 

The management of sex, gender, and reproduction, as many indigenous and 

Palestinian scholars have shown, is central to the bio- and necropolitical arrangements of 

settler colonialism.18 When Said argues that recording “the concealed history of Zionism as 

it has been exacted from the native Palestinian” is a “rudimentary form of struggle” 

(“Zionism” 17), it is imperative to understand the terrain of sexual politics where such 

practices of concealment unfold in order to grasp its “cultural currency” (12) today through 

which Zionism retains its legitimizing force. Drawing on Said’s words from 1979 that 

“everything the Zionists did in Palestine they did of course as settler-Colonialists; yet 

everything they did in Palestine was enacted on the world-stage so to speak in a rhetoric and 

costume fundamentally of the same sort as the cultural currency of the period” (12), 

Queering the Occupation not only seeks to trace the historical ideologies through which 

Zionist settler colonialism gained its legitimation, but also seeks to inquire into the “world-

stage” upon which it continues to be enacted today.  

As Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques show, pinkwashing and Zionist sexual 

politics are central to the formation of Israel’s contemporary settler colonial practices and 

ideology. Yet, scholarly engagements with these analyses of sexual politics as a structuring 

force within Zionist settler colonialism are scarce. Although Palestinian queer activists have 

provided a framework for beginning to understand Zionist sexual politics, this framework 

remains absent within theoretical and conceptual inquiries. 

                                                        
18 See, for example: Abdulhadi 1998; Smith 2005; Kauanui 2008; Kuttab 2008; Li-Driskill et al. 2011; Abdo 
2011; TallBear 2013; Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2010, 2011, 2014; Kassem 2011; AlQaisiya, Hilal, and Maikey 2017. 
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Zionist settler colonial structures deeply affect Palestinian queer organizing. Their 

political analyses emerge from over a decade of engaging with the entanglements between 

sexual politics and settler colonialism concerning, for instance, Palestinian queer mobility or 

Palestinian queer self-perception. These analyses are fundamental to understanding the role 

of sexual politics for Zionist settler colonialism. Queering the Occupation builds on and 

expands such analyses in order to expand the terrain of analytical (and political) inquiries. 

Furthermore, it will show how such analyses not only inform the local context of struggle but 

might also provide significant interventions for understanding the entanglements between 

sexual politics, power, and struggle in a globalized world. 

alQaws activists and writers Wala AlQaisiya, Ghaith T. Hilal, and Maikey argue that 

fragmentation and division are the main colonial/Zionist strategies used since 1948, which 

continue to affect queer organizing in Palestine today (AlQaisiya et al. 2017). Settler 

colonialism, as Rita Dhamoon argues, is not only a spatial structure, but also a process in 

time as the “dispossession of lands is temporal and ongoing, dynamic and continuous” (32). 

The temporality of settler colonialism in Israel/Palestine is not only related to the ongoing 

and temporal dispossession of lands, but also to the ways in which bodies, desires, 

subjectivities, and belonging are segregated and constructed. Israel’s strategies of 

differentiation and fragmentation, for instance, are visible in Israel’s ever-shifting borders, 

but also in structures of identification that disseminate differential structures of mobility 

between Palestinians, the creation of structural economic dependencies on the colonizer 

(Lloyd and Pulido 2010), and in the racialized, sexualized, and gendered arrangements of 

Zionism’s cultural justification strategies that “usurp indigenous identities” (Krebs and 

Olwan 143).19  

 The further entrenchment of settler colonialism through Israel’s sexual politics has 

left its mark on the conditions of possibility for Palestinian queer activism. Maikey and I 

describe how Israeli LGBT politics and Israel’s pinkwashing campaign establish a 

relationship between Israeli gays as benevolent saviors and Palestinian queers as 

“immature” and “weak” victims of Palestinian homophobia due to an absence of gay rights. 

We describe how alQaws started out within the Israeli LGBT organization Jerusalem Open 

House (JOH) over a decade ago. The Second Intifada and Israel’s war on Lebanon led to the 

separation of alQaws from the JOH in 2006. We explain, “within these organizations it was 

accepted to talk about sexuality, but politics had to be left at the doorstep, unless it aligned 

with demanding inclusion into the state, a priori excluding Palestinians” (Maikey and 

                                                        
19 For a discussion on settler temporality and indigenous struggle within a North American context, see, 
Mark Rifkin’s Beyond Settler Time: Temporal Sovereignty and Indigenous Self-Determination (2017). 
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Stelder 93). The erasure of indigenous perspectives was consolidated by the LGBT politics of 

the JOH. 

 AlQaisiya, Hilal, and Maikey argue that Israel’s gay movement and its pinkwashing 

campaign have contributed to the constitution of a particular image of queers within 

Palestinian society: “the collaborator and the Israelized” (126). These images are the effect 

of a “racial and normalizing logic around the meanings of sexuality and homosexuality” 

(126). The struggle for Palestinian queers, according to AlQaisiya, Hilal, and Maikey not only 

consists of resisting the settler colonial state, but also in resisting the internalization of the 

colonizer’s standards when it comes to sexuality and sexual freedom. They worry that 

“pinkwashing promotes the false idea that Palestinian LGBTQ individuals and communities 

have no agency or place inside their own societies” and that “this creates a detrimental and 

toxic colonial relationship where the colonized comes to perceive the colonizer’s presence as 

necessary” (133).  

 The toxic link to the “collaborator image” also forecloses Palestinian queer inquiries 

into the patriarchal narrative of Palestinian liberation and the workings of heteronormativity 

in Palestinian society. Any such inquiry within settler colonial as well as in imperial 

structures, risks affirming that image. The multidirectional work of alQaws includes 

resistance to the settler state and to the reduction of Palestinian liberation to pre-existing 

gendered and sexual narratives that paradoxically incorporate a settler colonial inflection of 

social fragmentation. Concretely, this also means disrupting “the policies of fragmentation 

and division of Palestinians, as the main colonial/Zionist strategies used since 1948” (136). 

alQaws’s work is unique in that it refuses the divisions between Palestinians on the basis of 

either religion or locality arbitrarily imposed by the Zionist state and which are often 

“reproduced inside LGBTQ spaces, too often creating a specific hierarchy of power relations 

that is familiar to the general society” (136). alQaws is one of the few Palestinian 

organizations operating on both sides of the “Green Line” separating Palestinian 

communities in Israel from those in the West Bank and Gaza. Their approach performatively 

“offers a glimpse to the undivided and decolonized Palestinian society” that they hope to 

create and “challenges the very being of Zionism” (136).  

 Under the above conditions of settler colonial exclusion, dispossession, and 

elimination alQaws’s work focuses on the decolonization of Palestine and decolonization of 

gender and sexuality within Palestine. It summarizes its work as follows “decolonizing 

Palestinian identity within the Palestinian queer community;” “imagining a decolonized 

Palestine;” “refus[ing] to normalize with Israeli LGBTQ groups;” and “challenging the 

hegemony of Western LGBT organizing” (135-37). Within the framework of native survival 
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and sovereignty, Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques and activism foreground the 

necessity to understand Israel/Palestine as a settler colonial context whose dismantling 

behooves a settler colonial analytic that demands Palestinian sovereignty and justice as the 

main framework of struggle. Dismantling and responding to Zionist settler colonialism, 

however, is only part of the work, and Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques cannot be 

understood simply as responses to Zionist settler colonialism as a singular terrain of 

struggle.  

The entanglements between sexual politics and Zionist settler colonialism are the 

concerns of the first three chapters of Queering the Occupation. Chapter One examines 

Zionist sexual politics as a particular modality of settler colonial subject making. It analyzes 

the inclusion of Israeli LGBTs into the state that both obscures and deepens the colonization 

of Palestine and Palestinians. Tracing the itinerary of Israel’s LGBT movement, it looks at 

how the Zionist project becomes articulated on novel terms through the liberal inclusion of 

the gay subject.  

Chapter Two investigates how understanding pinkwashing holds potential for more 

than simply critiquing Israel’s management of Israel-Palestinian relations. It looks at how 

pinkwashing presents itself as a problem for political thought and action as well as for the 

political imagination. Through a discursive and visual analysis of Israel’s pinkwashing 

campaign, the chapter suggests that pinkwashing consolidates the global geopolitical 

divisions between “liberal” and “illiberal” states. Going beyond a critique of pinkwashing’s 

deployment of liberal tropes and values that brand Israel as a liberal nation-state because it 

has gay rights, this chapter asks: In what ways is pinkwashing emblematic of how 

liberalism, as a spatio-temporal project, structures the conditions of possibility for political 

thought and action today?  

 Chapter Three is based on research conducted in Jerusalem in the winter of 2015. I 

offered my time as a researcher to alQaws in an effort to redistribute my PhD resources back 

to the community. I received the task to examine Israel’s gay tourism industry. In this 

chapter, I look at the ways in which gay tourism itineraries and visual narratives function 

within/as a cultural archive of Zionism, which houses and (re)constructs particular bodies, 

desires, and “national intelligibilities” (Stein, Itineraries 3) that become consumable for the 

gay masses in the Global North. It shows how Israel’s gay tourism campaign draws on and 

constitutes a particular sight/site of Israel/Palestine while simultaneously foreclosing 

others. The relationship between gay tourism and settler colonialism is sometimes 

disguised as innocent and other times as liberatory and therefore is in need of closer 

scrutiny. The first three chapters of Queering the Occupation provide an analysis of the 
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entanglements between sexual politics and Zionist settler colonialism through a 

historicization of Israel’s pinkwashing campaign. 

The toxic relation between liberal discourses of gay rights, sexual politics, and settler 

colonialism has elicited responses from activist and scholarly communities since the advent 

of Israel’s pinkwashing campaign. In the second part of the dissertation, I engage with the 

role of the temporality of critique, idiom, political action, and the political imagination in how 

responses to injustice and inequality in Israel/Palestine are formulated within academic, 

activist, and LGBT NGO circles. Central to the second part of the dissertation is the question 

of how to write with the Palestinian anticolonial-queer movement in ways that do not 

operate within hegemonic paradigms/temporalities of critique, political action and political 

imagination that have hitherto failed to respond to the settler colonial catastrophe of 

Palestine in ways that open up other futurities outside the spatio-temporality of settler 

colonialism. 

 

Methodologies: Writing With 

 

Queering the Occupation can be read as an attempt to respond to PQBDS’s call. It asks 

what are the conditions of its emergence and how to respond to it. Why was there a need to 

specify a Palestinian queer call? What does a queer call mean for understanding the 

ongoing catastrophe of Palestine?  

One of the main challenges and fundamental questions of Queering the Occupation 

is how to write with the Palestinian queer movement? The question traverses a range of 

debates in indigenous, feminist, queer, black, decolonial, and postcolonial scholarship on 

broad and important questions, such as representation, speaking for and speaking as, 

identity politics, white privilege, the missionary impulse, accountability and responsibility, 

extractivism, reciprocity, and tokenization.20 These debates are formative for this project. 

They also shape my understanding of my own asymmetrical location as a white European 

scholar writing alongside and within these vast bodies of work out of ethical and political 

affinity and intellectual reciprocity. My own situatedness and whiteness are not simply 

scripted on my body, but rather tie into my access and privileges that enable and foreclose 

                                                        
20 These inquiries appear in diverse works, such as: Davis 1981; Moraga and Anzaldúa 1983; the Combahee 
River Collective Statement 1986; Spivak 1988, 1990, 1999; Martin Alcoff 1991-1992; Mohanty 2003; 
Mahrouse 2014; Alexander 2005; Davis and Tadiar 2005; Dhawan 2007; Tuck 2010; TallBear 2014; Olwan 
2015.  
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the writings of this project. Although I cannot undo the whiteness of my body, I can attempt 

to undo a white settler framework in the discussions that will follow.21  

Two main questions arise out of the challenge of writing with the Palestinian 

anticolonial-queer movement: the question of method and that of epistemology. The 

obstacles of attempting to write with a movement are threefold. First, there is the obstacle of 

being read as speaking for a movement to which I am related through transnational activist 

networks and alliances (and friendships), but also by virtue of my unwilling (queer) 

complicity with scripts of Israeli settler colonialism and Euro-North American Islamophobia 

and anti-Arab racism, nationalism, and imperialism. For instance, by the simple fact that my 

obligatory ABP pension fund at the University of Amsterdam invests in Israeli banks such as 

Hapoalim, Leumi, and Mizrahi-Tefahot that actively participate in Israel’s illegal occupation 

of the West Bank and its settler economy as stakeholders in settlement businesses. 

Queering the Occupation is not about ventriloquizing Palestinian anticolonial-queer 

concerns in/to the academy as another topic to be included within its intellectual domain. 

Rather, it situates such critiques as central conceptual interventions into the academic 

industrial complex. 

The second obstacle is being read as speaking about this movement, or in other 

words, as fitting my own academic career by extracting from and objectifying Palestinian 

queer struggles and experiences or romanticizing queer solidarities with Palestine. With a 

keen awareness of these obstacles, this project does not attempt to excavate an authentic 

queer Palestinian voice or subject that is resistant and knowable. It is not an ethnographic 

account.22 Instead it aims to unsettle the ways in which power and the “will to know” in both 

pinkwashing and critical scholarly responses to pinkwashing continue to use Palestinian 

queers as leverage without engaging with their discourse.  

Although my analysis pays attention to the settler colonial matrix of power in 

Israel/Palestine that generates particular queer subject positions and non-positions, 

speaking for and about the lived erotic lives of Palestinian queers is not my prerogative. I am 

                                                        
21 These statements are not an easy opting-out of responsibility by situating myself. I can hear some 
comrades rightful outrage at the ways in which white scholars and activists know how to verbally situate 
themselves to relieve them of the consequences. I do not expand on whiteness here because I do not want 
to center it within this dissertation. I hope throughout my writings my attachments and frameworks will 
become clearer. 
22 The role of ethnography and anthropology for the settler colonial project has been discussed at length, 
for instance, in Patrick Wolfe’s Settler Colonialism and the Transformation of Anthropology: The Politics 
and Poetics of an Ethnographic Event (1998) or Edward Said’s “Representing the Colonized: 
Anthropology’s Interlocutors” (1989). Even as I acknowledge the damaging history of ethnography and 
anthropology, my statement is certainly not a dismissal of excellent contemporary critical ethnographic 
and anthropological work by scholars such as Wekker (2006); Mahmood (2011, 2015); Clifford (2003); 
Fernando (2014); Simpson (2014); or Scott (2014). 
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however engaging with the ways in which Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques develop 

alternative discourses on gender and sex in Palestine as they are mobilized politically and 

intervene in hegemonic discourses on Palestinian and Arab sexualities. By being responsive 

to Palestinian anticolonial-queer knowledge production on sexual politics and settler 

colonialism, I also deliberately shift the debate away from North American conversations 

that seek to reframe pinkwashing and Palestine within their analytical purview.   

In the second part of Queering the Occupation, I understand the question how to 

respond to PQBDS’s call, and thus to a call for social justice, through the framework of the 

temporality and idiom of critique. In this section, I want to draw attention to how certain 

work becomes not theoretically legible through the idiom of critique that is presently 

available. How not to disappear these sources of critique? 

Spivak addresses the problem of idiom and representation when she writes, “we may 

encounter creole versions of the word ‘culture’ which complement our argument. But they 

are neither the same word nor its translation” (“Culture” 121). Her statement draws attention 

to the gap between hegemonic idiomatic registers, in this case “culture,” and other 

temporalities of struggle that operate alongside, in resistance to, and in excess of it. The 

deployment of the words queer, lesbian, or gay within Palestinian anticolonial-queer 

critiques for instance are “neither the same nor its translation,” even though they might 

resemble existing western nomenclature. For instance, alQaws continues to debate the 

workings and meanings of queer within the Palestinian context. The discussion on the term 

queer within alQaws can be summarized as follows: 

 

First, despite the contribution to political analysis, queer is still a western term, and 
instead of promoting it alQaws should focus on developing terms in Arabic. Second, 
the term and its different and ambiguous meanings contributed to a division in the 
community between those who identify with queer politically and understand its 
analysis, and those who don’t relate, understand and, most importantly, refuse to 
adopt it. Third, queer despite its anti-identitarian stance became yet another identity. 
Currently, alQaws has let go of the term queer, but still uses its radical frames of 
analysis. Although queer and LGBT remain part of its outreach project, it is set on 
generating analysis and discourse that can describe gender and sexual diversity and 
desires that focus on the lived experience of people. This is ongoing and its success 
is dependent on how communities engage with this new language. Queer will remain 
a frame of analysis that alQaws leadership will refer to, but it needs to be seen as 
immersed in a frame that encompasses feminism, sexual and gender diversity, anti-
colonialism, and decolonial projects if we want to understand all the aspects of 
struggle and the ongoing project of liberation in a holistic way. (Maikey and Stelder 
85) 
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Responses to PQBDS’s call have emerged from LGBT NGOs, queer academic circles in the 

Euro-North American academy, transnational solidarity activism, Israeli government pundits, 

and Palestinian frameworks of liberation. Focusing on the idiom of critique allows me to 

think through the problem of cultural translation and the ethical and political attunement to 

other temporalities of struggle. Queering the Occupation aims to unsettle the registers 

within which the work of the Palestinian anticolonial-queer movements has been perceived.  

Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques and activism operate alongside and in 

resistance to settler colonial temporalities that include a language of LGBT rights and 

modern sexual discourse – what Scott Lauria Morgensen calls “settler homonationalism” 

(2010). While it responds to the incitement to discourse within settler temporality, 

Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques can never be fully captured within settler time and 

its accompanying idiom. alQaws’s work on “both sides of the green line,” for example, defies 

the settler state but also constitutes what Mark Rifkin would call a “being out of sync with 

settler time” (xiii). Paying attention to the gap between hegemonic idiomatic registers of 

redress, such as rights and Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques, Queering the 

Occupation is driven by “an incommensurable divide” (Tuck and Yang 2012) in which 

existing responses to PQBDS’s call remain irresponsive to Palestinian anticolonial-queer 

critiques.  

Idiom is culturally specific. By this I do not mean that a certain idiom “is Palestinian,” 

but rather draw attention to how the idiom of Palestinian anticolonial-queer critique remains 

largely untranslated and untranslatable: it is inappropriate to both contemporary queer 

critiques circulating in the Euro-North American academy and to transnational circuits of 

LGBT organizing. Palestinian anticolonial-queer activism does not work “idiomatically” 

within the idiom it is supposed to work within. This reveals the untranslatability of 

Palestinian queer critique within the present moment and also paradoxically draws attention 

to the idiomatic registers that neither preserve the order of colonization, nor operate 

exclusively through existing linguistic registers.23  

In a moving posthumous encounter between David Scott and the late Stuart Hall, 

Scott attunes us to Hall’s legacy. He does so through a series of letters written to Hall that 

do not necessarily invoke the critical registers through which Hall’s work operates, but 

rather the ways in which Hall’s cultivation of a what Scott calls a “listening self” might open 

                                                        
23 I am eternally grateful to Professor Gina Dent who, during the many conversations we had during my 
visiting research period at the University of California Santa Cruz, presented me with the challenge of 
idiom and the temporality of critique, thereby transforming my work entirely. She continues to challenge 
me to push my work forward theoretically and not to fall for the answers that are readily available and 
urges me to think theoretically in furthering social justice work. 
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up to “an ethics of receptive generosity” (Stuart). Scott’s reading of Hall provides a different, 

and perhaps counterintuitive, horizon for engaging theoretically (and politically) with the 

voice and work of an other beyond the “denigration of hearing and listening in the history of 

Western metaphysics” (43). His own work engages the conditions of possibility for political 

action and the political imagination beyond the liberal horizon and laments the tragic loss 

and foreclosure of other temporalities of struggle (Scott 2004, 2014).  

In his letters to Hall, Scott’s attunement to the possibilities of the cultivation of a 

“listening self” offers a different modality for engaging the idiom of critique. What is 

significant about Scott’s letters to Hall, and his work more generally, is how he offers a 

“contrast between a ‘critical self’ who is an agent of critique, and a ‘listening self’ who is an 

agent of attunement and receptivity” (Scott, Stuart 5). Hall’s work, he tells him, especially 

takes shape through the cultivation of a “listening self.” By no means do I intend to compare 

Queering the Occupation with Hall’s legacy, but it is Scott’s reading of Hall’s work that 

inspires the methodological and analytical stakes of my own project and might help us think 

differently about my attempt to write with Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques. Both a 

critique of Zionist sexual politics and an attempt at listening differently to Palestinian 

anticolonial-queer critiques, Queering the Occupation hopes to attune itself to different 

modes and temporalities of struggle beyond hegemonic critical paradigms. 

 Scott asks, “Why might listening be so significant for, say, altering our pervasively 

deaf ways of talking about our life-worlds and the powers and relations and understandings 

that constitute it?” (41). Writing with Palestinian anticolonial-queer activism is not about 

following party lines or simply translating the work into the academic registers available for 

critiquing the present. It pushes for a different receptiveness, for the cultivation of a 

“listening self,” as “thinking with listening may open us toward novel possibilities of being 

and acting” that includes “a mobile responsiveness to marginalization and exclusion and by 

the moral-political prospect of being not only expressively but also receptively present to 

others” (27). Such a listening self requires a responsive listener to the “hermeneutic idiom of 

voice” that opens up an “ethics of receptivity” and “reciprocal attunement” (17). In other 

words, “a mode of speaking that is at once a mode of listening” (21). Or in the case of 

Queering the Occupation, a mode of writing that is at once a mode of listening. Such a 

reciprocal attunement might open up a different way of “figuring the Other whose reception 

might be at stake in any ethical (and political) relation” (21). Cultivating a different mode of 

listening as an “ethics of receptive generosity” (21) demands not only attunement to existing 

idiomatic registers and practices of critique, but also warrants an altered attunement to the 

role of idiom and temporality in any theoretical (and political) engagement. Such a listening 
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self, according to Scott, is not only about receiving the voice of the Other, but also about the 

style through which this reception returns in the acts of “thinking-speaking-listening-

understanding” (49). Cultivating a “nonrepressive and nondismissive mode of hearing” (45) 

in relation to the idiom of Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques requires me to “cultivate 

my capacity to listen to you, heedfully, in intellectual friendship – that is, to listen to you in 

such a way that yields enough to you (lets you be, enough) so that I can hear you in the 

idiom in which you are speaking, but that retains at the same time enough contrast, and 

enough tension (through the languages of my own preoccupations), to disable mere 

assimilation, mere absorption: to listen to you, so to speak, as another – but not identical – 

self” (45; emphasis added). Writing with Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques is ultimately 

a matter of listening differently. Through the cultivation of a listening, rather than simply a 

critical self more appropriate to the idiom of the western academy and its historical 

practices of absorption and assimilation, Queering the Occupation hopes to provide a 

different orientation to the idiom and temporalities of struggle provided by Palestinian 

anticolonial-queer activism.  

Queering the Occupation engages the discourse created collectively in English by 

Palestinian activists as a central conceptual intervention that attempts to alter the politics of 

address at work within the ruling idiom. Within this dissertation, I understand myself as an 

addressee of that work. There is also a whole body of writing available in Arabic, but I 

deliberately decided not to ask for translations. The reason English translations of certain 

writings are not available is that they are not meant to be consumed (in translation) by an 

Anglophone audience. Tuck and Yang discuss the importance of refusing to do certain 

research within research as a means to “humanize the researcher” (“R-words” 223) and 

decolonize research practices. They take up Mohawk scholar Audra Simpson’s work on 

“ethnographic refusal” among Mohawk communities of Kahnawá:ke (2007, 2014). They 

write, “refusal, and stances of refusal in research, are attempts to place limits on conquest 

and the colonization of knowledge by marking what is off limits, what is not up for grabs or 

discussion, what is sacred, and what can’t be known” (Tuck and Yang, “R-Words” 225). 

Refusal to make everything available for research, they argue, can be read as refusing the 

legitimacy, in their case, of social science research within indigenous communities as a way 

to refuse the (settler) colonial legacies of researchers who would invade indigenous 

territories to taxonomize, register, and study indigenous communities that then provided the 

ratio for their expulsion and elimination.24 Through refusing to answer certain questions 

                                                        
24 Interestingly, Aharoni lauds his own background as a social scientist as central to the succesof the 
Brand Israel campaign (Aharoni 2015). 
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most readily at hand or refusing to participate in the translation of certain works into 

English, Queering the Occupation aims to unsettle certain desires for knowledge about “the 

other” that are at risk of collapsing this dissertation into specialist expertise on the part of 

the researcher about Palestinian queer communities.25 

Tuck and Yang transform Spivak’s famous question “can the subaltern speak?” into 

the question “can the subaltern speak in/to the academy” (225)? They write: 

 
Spivak critiques the position of the intellectual who is invested in the ventriloquism of 
the speaking subaltern for the banality of what serves as evidence of such “speech,” 
and for the ways in which intellectuals take opportunity to conflate the work and 
struggle of the subaltern with the work of the intellectual, which only serves to make 
more significant/authentic their own work. (225) 
 

Implicitly they also touch upon the question of the idiom and temporality of critique and the 

ways in which the ruling critical idiom risks collapsing and superseding subaltern struggle 

into intellectual labor. Subsequently, such a position again forecloses access to the lines of 

social mobility, so important for Spivak, for moving out of subalterneity. Writing with 

Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques is therefore always at risk of being misrecognized – 

which is again a question of idiom – as merely providing further evidence of the existence of 

such discourses for the sake of scholarly production. Instead, Queering the Occupation 

encourages the reader to understand such critiques as central conceptual interventions into 

the existing scenes of speaking. It aims to engage in the work of re-presentation without 

fetishizing a Palestinian queer subaltern position sutured to narratives of pain as the only 

modalities through which Palestinian queers can become recognizable in/to the academy. 

As Tuck and Wayne argue, engaging only with documenting and analyzing narratives of 

pain, 

 
require[s] time to be organized as linear and rigid, in which the pained body (or 
community or people) is set back or delayed on some kind of path of humanization, 
and now must catch up (but never can) to the settler/unpained/able body (or 
community or people or society or philosophy or knowledge system) … damage-
centered research reifies a settler temporality and helps suppress other 
understandings of time. (231) 

                                                        
25 The past six years I have been presenting parts of this project at academic conferences. No matter what 
discipline or topic, I would always receive the same questions such as “but are there critical queer 
Israelis?” or the more intransigent question “but what about homophobia in Gaza?” After some years, I 
realized that rather than answering those questions as expected within a conference setting, refusing to 
answer such questions opens up other avenues for approaching the work in perhaps unfamiliar or 
uncomfortable ways. This also led the project to shift from a critique of pinkwashing to a more in-depth 
engagement with the questions of writing with and listening differently. 
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Understanding the sexual politics of Zionist settler colonialism and Palestinian anticolonial-

queer critiques does more than simply reveal a pained body. 26 I deliberately decided not to 

interview Palestinian queer activists even though most of this work and its investments took 

shape through ongoing conversations and collaborations with members of alQaws and 

PQBDS. It is therefore not an ethnographic account of queer resistance in Palestine, nor is it 

a story about a place and its people that I am to “bring back” into the scholarly folds of the 

western academy as if it were easily transportable and narratable as such. The decision to 

not conduct interviews is intimately tied to PQBDS and alQaws’s politics of “ethnographic 

refusal”27 when it comes to individualizing and fetishizing queer voices in Palestine. The 

refusal to interview is an attempt to privilege collective effort and struggle over narratives 

that are at risk of becoming narrowly individualized and thereby rendered politically void, as 

I am writing from within the west where the politics of queer visibility and pain, especially 

the pain of the queer racialized other, is dominant. I therefore seek to follow Palestinian 

queer critiques of the “politics of visibility” and representations that adopt a politics of 

recognition that privileges individualized narratives of trauma and pain over collective efforts 

to transform the discourse and engage in alternative epistemologies (Hilal 2013). Queering 

the Occupation is an attempt to switch roles: I become the interviewee responding to a call 

and to the questions emerging from it. In this case, our shared refusal “is not just a ‘no,’ but 

a redirection to ideas otherwise unacknowledged or unquestioned. Unlike a settler colonial 

configuration of knowledge that is petulantly exasperated and resentful of limits, a 

methodology of refusal regards limits on knowledge as productive, as indeed a good thing” 

(Tuck and Yang, “R-words” 239). Such a refusal can be made meaningful by grounding it in 

“a critique of settler colonialism, its construction of Whiteness, and its regimes of 

representation. Second, refusal generates, expands, champions representational territories 

that colonial knowledge endeavors to settle, enclose, domesticate” (241-42). Furthermore, 

the refusal to engage with certain forms of knowledge production within the western 

academy cannot be underestimated. They fundamentally disrupt the ways in which 

dominant regimes of representation are kept intact.  

                                                        
26 Examples of the limited focus on narratives of pain and how they feed into a settler temporality are 
popular in Israeli-made documentaries, such as Invisible Men by Yair Moser (for a pertinent critique of the 
film see Jankovic 2012) or Oriented by Brian Schaeffer (for a pertinent critique of the film see alQaws 
“Opinion Piece about the Documentary Oriented.” 
27 I take the concept of “ethnographic refusal” from the groundbreaking work of Mohawk scholar Audra 
Simpson on the ways in which Mohawk communities of Kahnawá:ke resist the ethnographers’ will to 
know through a politics of refusal in the ethnographic interview (2007, 2014). 
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The absence of interviews in this work does not point to an absence of an ongoing 

dialogue in which my “thinking-as-speaking” aspires continuous interactivity with others; “it 

depends upon their collaborative presence through speaking and listening” (Scott, Stuart 

32). This not only includes my Palestinian anticolonial-queer interlocutors, but also the 

theoretical (and political) fields and voices through which Queering the Occupation takes 

shape. Attuning and attending to refusal is one of the modalities through which the 

practices of listening differently and writing with will take shape throughout this project. 

The last obstacle to writing with the movement involves writing about Israel/Palestine 

through a lens that privileges indigenous knowledge production, because it risks rendering 

the communities and people behind these discourses even more vulnerable as the academy 

is “a community of practice that is focused upon the propagation and promulgation of 

(settler colonial) knowledge” (Tuck and Yang, “R-Words” 232). European and North 

American academic industrial complexes collaborating with Zionist organizations do their 

best to crush the work and careers of scholars who engage critically with Palestine.28 

Especially and centrally Palestinian and Arab scholars face ongoing backlash for their 

critiques of the Israeli state and some have lost their jobs and livelihoods. Being read as a 

white female scholar within a white patriarchal academic environment has ironically and 

problematically allowed me to make a living for the duration of my PhD fellowship. In other 

words, the existence of Israeli occupation has provided me with bread on the table, whereas 

Palestinian – and especially queer Palestinian scholars – continue to struggle for access to 

academic institutions. Writing with the movement is not my attempt to absolve myself from 

this violent dynamic enabled by settler colonialism, but rather to find ways to continue to be 

accountable to unsettling a settler framework.  

Concretely, writing with the Palestinian queer movement means a rigorous 

engagement with Palestinian anticolonial-queer knowledge production without idealizing or 

instrumentalizing it in the ways that academic, NGO, and military industrial complexes and 

international relations have in recent years. It involves an engagement with Palestinian 

                                                        
28 Examples of those who have faced disciplinary measures are Dr. Steven Salaita who lost his tenure track 
position at Virginia Tech due to comments made on Twitter about Israel’s assault on Gaza (Salaita 2014). 
Professor Rabab Abdulhadi who has recently become a target for California-based Zionist groups for a 
research trip to Palestine she conducted in the name of the San Francisco State University in 2014. She 
continues to be harassed by Zionist groups such as the Lawfare Project and the AMCHA Initiative, which 
is a non-profit organization that masquerades as an organization protecting Jewish students from anti-
Semitism, while intimidating and threatening Palestinian and allied researchers. Her name and personal 
details were publically distributed by the infamous U.S.-based Canary Mission, a Zionist organization 
documenting and publishing (private) information about researchers known to support BDS. Numerous 
Students for Justice in Palestine groups, including one at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, continue to 
face intimidation by Zionist students and student groups and censorship by their own universities, which 
are known to cancel events and student-led courses. 
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anticolonial-queer critique not only of Israel’s settler colonial regime, but also of the ways its 

work has been (mis)used by activists, journalists, human rights workers, and academics. It 

also means suspending hegemonic forms of redress and emancipation, such as gay rights, 

coming out, pride, or visibility in the ways they have been used in pinkwashing, Zionist 

sexual politics, and transnational solidarity efforts. Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques 

pose a demand on the reader/listener to take Palestinian anticolonial-queer discourses 

seriously as conceptual interventions into existing scenes of speaking.  

My mobilization of the term “queer” in Queering the Occupation is always already a 

form of (mis)translation rather than a neat imposition of one legacy of struggle onto another 

context. In Queering the Occupation, queering points to an unconventional and unaccepted 

modality of understanding Israel/Palestine: its readings and analyses are askew to dominant 

modes of engagement. Within this dissertation, queerness also emerges in the hopeful 

words of José Esteban Muñoz as something that 

is not yet here. Queerness is an ideality. Put another way, we are not yet queer. We 
may never touch queerness, but we can feel it as the warm illumination of a horizon 
imbued with potentiality. We have never been queer, yet queerness exists for us as an 
ideality that can be distilled from the past and used to imagine a future. The future is 
queerness’s domain. Queerness is a structuring and educated mode of desiring that 
allows us to see and feel beyond the quagmire of the present. (Muñoz, 1; emphasis 
added) 

 

In other words, a different sense of futurity is anticolonial-queer critique’s domain. Queering 

opens up other avenues of struggle and futurities that look beyond the imprisoning and 

suffocating present and attend to decolonial imaginaries that persist under occupation.  

 Drawing attention to different scenes of speaking and listening that Palestinian 

anticolonial-queer critiques necessitate, Chapter Four addresses the question of responding 

to PQBDS’s call. Central questions in this chapter are, what becomes audible as a 

Palestinian anticolonial-queer critique? What does this demand of the listener? And, what 

other scenes of speaking become visible by engaging with Palestinian queer critique? 

Reading responses to Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques alongside Saba Mahmood’s 

work on the temporality of critique in minority-majority relations, Dina Al-Kassim’s 

discussion of rebellious speech and the literary rant, and Jean-Francois Lyotard’s concept of 

the differend, this chapter seeks to understand how Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques 

continue to encounter different(ial) modes of intransigence to their calls for justice or 

receive responses that leave existing scenes of speaking intact, even from groups that 

express support for their cause. 
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Chapter Five engages with Palestinian queer refusal of the parameters of gay rights 

and emancipation and provocatively asks, what happens when it is not about gay rights? 

This chapter suspends the notion of equality that gay rights purport to offer. It asks instead 

how Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques dismantle the fantasy that gay rights operate 

independently of systems of subjugation and control particular to Israel’s settler colonial 

present. What other conditions of possibility for responding to the ongoing catastrophe of 

Palestine become possible when the desire to resort to liberal legal paradigms of redress 

becomes unsettled?  

In Chapter Six, I take up Muñoz’s proposal of imagining queer futurity and propose a 

decolonial-queer lens to do so. From anticolonial-queer critique I turn to Palestinian 

decolonial-queer space-making practices by engaging with Katherine McKittrick’s re-

reading of Sylvia Wynter’s call for “more humanly workable geographies” in her book 

Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of Struggle (2006). I deliberately 

shift the frame from anticolonial-queer critiques to decolonial-queer space-making practices. 

Anticolonial critiques are part of a struggle against the settler colonial state. A Palestinian 

decolonial-queer framework, on the other hand, encompasses anticolonial critiques but 

cannot be reduced to them. It operates not only against, but also alongside and beyond 

settler spatio-temporalities and proselytizes a time when the anticolonial ceases to be 

necessary. Attuning to a particular space created by the Palestinian queer movement during 

the World Social Forum: Free Palestine in Porto Alegre, Brazil in 2012, I examine how it 

created a space for other intelligibilities to be lived, felt, and heard that embody, as spatial 

practice, a freedom not yet to come. 

Accompanied by a range of analytical and theoretical interventions in the fields of 

postcolonial, indigenous, queer, feminist, settler colonial, Palestine, and black (diaspora) 

studies, Queering the Occupation stays close to the fields of literary and performance 

studies and cultural analysis – my scholarly fields of origin – in its attentiveness to both text 

and the body through close reading and visual and discourse analyses. Paying attention to 

the scenes of speaking here, my interdisciplinary background appears in the analyses of 

these scenes. I explore the method strategy of writing with through discussing an array of 

visual, affective, and textual materials that range from government speeches to legal 

decisions, tourist brochures, political manifestos, publicized email conversations, visual 

representations, political calls, events, and other neglected details formative of the 

constitution of a Zionist settler colonial cultural archive and Palestinian anticolonial-queer 

resistance. Following Gloria Wekker, I understand the cultural archive as “located in many 

things, in the way we think, do things, and look at the world, in what we find sexually 
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attractive, in how our affective and rational economies are organized and intertwined” 

(White Innocence 19). By engaging with this archive, I look at the representations, affective 

responses, and political imaginations of Israel/Palestine that surface and at how they are 

embedded in and/or resist what Said calls the cultural archive of western imperialism 

“where the intellectual and aesthetic investments in … domination are made” (Culture, xxi). 

The ongoing and further escalation of the catastrophe of Palestine warrants the 

absence of a conclusion, a misleading indication of a point of closure. Instead, and perhaps 

more appropriately, Queering the Occupation finishes with an Epilogue that captures the 

hopes for a more just future this dissertation aspires to contribute to working toward. 

 Queering the Occupation hopes to continue to shift the conversation and provide 

different ways of listening and engaging with Palestinian anticolonial-queer critiques in 

order to understand how looking at the ongoing catastrophe of Palestine from an 

anticolonial-queer vantage point might open up decolonial-queer futurities. 

 

 

 

 


